
 Let's Rhyme   
Rhyme is a vital part of learning to read as it teaches children to tune into the sections of sound that make up words.

Alliteration is also a key skill that will help when children come to learn phonics.   Get Ready 
To Read 

Play Messy
Messy play  is fun and memorable. Your learners will make excellent links to letters while exploring

different textures , colours and sounds. We call this kinaesthetic learning! Here are 3 ideas.

Gloop Play
1.Mix some corn flour with water onto a tray and practise writing the 'S' sound into the gloop while

saying the sound.Use a variety of writing tools: a finger, a stick, some raw spaghetti...  
Muddy Sounds

2.Collect some pebbles and use a felt tip ( washable) to label the pebbles with some sounds
 ( s,a,t,p,i,n). Hide the pebbles in a tray of soil or taste safe play soil ( flour, cocoa powder and a
little water) add some little flower pots and ask your learners to sort the sound pebbles into labelled

'sound' pots. 
Colour Sounds 

3.Have 4 pots of paint and 4 brushes available with some big paper. Label each colour with a
sound eg. Yellow=S

( s,a,t,p,i,n)
When you say a colour, your learner writes the sound in the correct coloured paint with their finger

or a brush!  
 

3 Activities invloving rhyme 
Silly Soup - Grab a saucepan and a wooden spoon and ask your learners to help you  make some 'silly soup'. This soup
will contain invisible words that rhyme. You will create a rhyming string until it ends and then you will need to start
another. Start with the word 'hat' and say, "I'm throwing in a hat and a bat, what else can go in?" Cat, mat, sat,
gat...the words don't have to be real but they do need to rhyme. Pass the spoon and give the imaginary soup a stir
after every few words.  Good starter words: cat, dog, bin, man.
Animal Alliteration - Pick an animal and then give it a name starting with the same letter sound. For example: Cherry
the Chetah, Rob the Rhino, Jerry the giraffe, Kim the cat. Note: The letter does not have to be the same but the
letter sound does!
 Quick object hunt - Challenge your learners to find 10 small objects around your setting. Lay the objects out and ask 
 learners to say as many rhyming words as they can to match the object. Play along too and take a turn. Allow them to
use nonsense words too and keep count labelling each object with the amount of rhyming words you could find for it to
add extra challenge. 
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                3 Activites for learning letter sounds
Start with S and build lots of activities around one letter and sound. 

1. Find an old magazine and hunt for things beginning with that sound - cut them out and stick as a collage onto a bubble drawn letter ‘S’.
2.Play Word Tennis. Make cardboard rackets with a space for today’s sound (giant post-it notes work well). You 'serve' with an 'S' word and your learner answers with

another 'S' word. Include nonsense words too!
3.Find an old shoe box and cut 2 posting slots in the lid.Write some individual letters on the cards  ( s,a ,t ,p,i,n ) making sure there are lots of each and challenge your

learners to post all the 's' letters and all the not 's' letters in the right slot. 

          Linking letters to sounds  
children should learn the shape of lower case letters first and link them to their corresponding sound ( phoneme) . You can teach the letter sounds but avoid talking

about upper case letters and letter names too much for now.

Phoneme= The sounds heard in words.The
word Ship has three phonemes, Sh  i  p 

Grapheme= The letters or groups of letters 
 seen in words.The word Ship has three

graphemes: Sh  i  p 

Some jargon reminders... 


